
Keyboards, mice and accessories.
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Wireless mouse
4 -way scrolling infrared (IR) wireless mouse has a dual
wheel for up/down and right/left scrolling. With auto -
scroll and zoom. PS/2 interface.
26-553 39.99

Serial mouse
2 -button serial mouse. 450dpi.
26-326
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NEW Compaq optical mouse
Optical sensing technology lets you use the mouse
anywhere with or without a mouse pad. Use the scroll
wheel to quickly navigate through web pages, word
processing documents, spreadsheets and more. Runs on
Windows' 98, 98 SE, Millennium Edition, and
Windows' 2000. USB or PS/2 connection.
26-492 29.99

Compaq scroll mouse
Scroll the Internet and document pages without using
the scroll bar. Customize buttons for one -click
commands. Left or right-handed. PS/2 interface.
26-633 19.99
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Optical mini mouse
USB plug -and -play interface. Works with any computer
or laptop with a USB port. Optical eye allows use on
most any surface without a mouse pad.

12.99 26-554 29.99
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6 -ft. extension
Use for PS/2 mice and keyboards.
Male on one end, female on the
other. 26-149 12.99

We Have
The Latest
And Greatest
Input Devices
RadioShack carries a wide selection of

Microsoft® and Compaq® products

to make your computing more

efficient and trouble free.

Compaq P5/2 mouse
Fits any standard PS/2 mouse input port. 2 -button
operation. Ergonomic design allows for comfortable use.
26-443 14.99
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USB mini mouse
Scrolling mini is ideal for the traveler or laptop user. USB
interface is plug -and -play and hot-swappable. Scrolling
function is great when space is limited.
26-552 19.99

Make your computing a little easier

Cleaning kit
Your mouse works better when it's
squeaky clean. Six foam swabs plus
cleaning fluid and cloth.

26-347 4 99

Mouse pad
Keeps the tracking ball clean.
Provides excellent tracking on a
uniform surface. (Mouse shown not
included.) 26-237 4 99

Raindrop
mouse pad
Blue raindrop pattern adds fun to
any desk. Nonskid base keeps pad
in place.
26-540 7 99

(1) 41111.
Gel pads
Ergonomic designs offer extra
support and comfort .

(1) Gel add -a -pad.
26-440 6 99

(2) Gel mouse pad.
26-448 12.99

Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering service (subject to availability).


